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ABSTRACT

We describe the design and operational features of a simple

electronic circuit that is capable of automatically generating a narrow

bandwidth Jaunting signal around each frequency signal received from

target transmitters. It Is noted that Jamming based upon this circuit

is fairly difficult to nullify using some of the conventional "counter

Jamming" strategies since In this case the Jamming signals are flexibly

locked onto the spectral components of the received signals.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Janmtng o f communication s i g n a l s g e n e r a l l y i n v o l v e s t r a n s m i s s i o n

of high-power signals that significantly distort or mask the targetted
signals. Although mainly used for mlilltary purposes, this process does
have some non-millitary applications as welj. [Pierce and Posner, I98O;
Raggett, 1983; Chambers, 1965]. There are at least three types of signals
specifically used for Jamming purposes, namely: spot noise signals, barrage
noise signals and deceptive (but intell igible) signals. Jammers who make
use of white or comparable noise essentially need to operate at large
transmission bandwidths and hence large transmission power. In fact the
power aspect Is always a significant burden to noise-based Jamming systems.

Expectedly, Just as Jamming strategies develop so do strategies for
countering Jamming. Perhaps the practically most effective way to counter
Jamming Is to use guided communication signals. However, the use of guided
signals Is virtually impractical in the whole of the radiofrequeney range.
bio in the absence of signal guidance, at least two methods are used to evade
Jamming. The first method involves using sufficiently wide communication
bandwidths in the hope that would-be Jammers may not harness enough power
to cover effectively the whole of the bandwidtns. Clearly this precaution
is taken at the expense of high operating power. The second method involves
the use of "spread spectrum" signals for comnunicatlon purposes. In this
case, the communication signals are not only within a bandwidth much larger
than the corresponding information rate but they also look like band-limited
white noise.

As automation is increasingly becoming more fashionable in different
sectors of Electronics, i t would certainly be a step in the right direction
i f a way could be found by which the production and spectral composition of
Jamnlng signals are automatically controlled preferrably by the tarpetted
signals themselves. Such an achievement would easily lead to "stand alone"
jamming systems whose outputs are spectrally adjusted to the signals emanating
from the targetted source on an automatic mode. In this paper, we describe
a simple electronic circuit which, i f connected to a wideband antenna system,
will receive any AH, CU or pulae signal from the antenna system, automatically
amplitude-modulate each spectral component of the signal at pre-determlned
modulation indices as well as modulating frequencies, and finally output a
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distorted version of the Initially received signal ready for transmission
as a Janming signal. Owing to the very high propagation speeds of electro-
magnetic waves, as goon as (terrestrial) receivers catch up the raw signals
from the targetted transmitter, they v i l l almost instantaneously receive
the jamming signals and hence nay hardly decipher out any information carried
by the former. Even i f the speeds of electromagnetic waves were not that
high, effective Jtunning vould Btill take place because the Jamming signals
so generated do engulf the bandwidth of the transmissions from the targetted
transmitters.

In Section 2 we describe the design as well as operational features
of » circuit capable of automatically generating Jamming signals as already
explained. Other merits of the circuit are mentioned in Section 3.
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where J(u) Is the Fourier transform of the sampling window Involved. An

analysis of Eq.(l) shows that | F^u) \2 theoretically consists of tvo

sets of oscillations. The oscillations in the first set have the following

frequencies j

2. DESIGN AND OPERATION

Before embarking upon the technical side of the subject matter,
let us briefly look at the underlying theoretical basis. Suppose a d.c.
signal of magnitude C Is mixed with an a.c. signal f ( t ) of period d
and amplitude A, and thereafter the mixture is processed as explained with
regard to the sinusoidal signal in Section 2 of Part 1 of this series
(hereinafter simply referred to as "Paper 1"). It can be shown (e.g. see
Paper 1) that under certain conditions, the power spectral density
| F.(u) | of the processed mixture is given as

Sm(Xirkui)
Sin (irk*)
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where n » 1, S, ... Note that the oscillations represented by Eq.(la)
have relatively greater amplitudes, and in particular the oscillation at
frequency wQ has an amplitude (approximately) equal to A. On the other
hand, the oscillations that belong to the second set have the following
frequencies:

and
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Bow let amplitudes of the n oscillations represented by

Eqs.(2a), (2b), (2c), (2d), (3a), (3b) and (3c) be denoted, respectively,
b y V *Mn> **!• *Zn' % • "xn m d »Zn- *" ^^B^ of Eqs.Oa)
through to (3c) shows that f(t) will undergo clear "double sideband"
amplitude-modulation as long aa the following tvo conditions take place
simultaneously:

and

Nn "

(Ua)

(lib)

where m is a positive integer. The modulating signal in this case has

a radian frequency w given aa

(5)

It i s possible to build up an electronic circuit which v l l l receive
signals and automatically amplitude-modulate their spectral components in
the Banner Just described. Such a circuit could conform to the block
diagram given in Fig.l . A working circuit version of the latter figure
is shown in Fig.2 and whose component specifications are as follows;
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The Input and output signals are denoted In Fig.2 by I. and S
respectively.

Different periodic signals were used to test the performance of the
circuit in the laboratory, and In al l cases S_ was observed to be an
amplitude-modulated fora bf I. as expected. For concrete illustration.
Fig.3 shows a spectrum-analyzer-output photograph of SQ when I. was
sinusoidal such that M » 3 and with R̂  fixed at "» lOOktl to yield a
modulation index of about 20j(. Variation of the modulating frequency
and hence the bandwidth of SQ is effected mostly by varying the output of
the 555 ic . Nevertheless, i t i s Important to note that the bandwidth
of S i s also influenced by the frequencies of I± as clearly implied
by Eq.(5).

3. CONCLUSION

An electronic circuit has been described which automatically
amplitude-modulates incoming signals at adjustable modulation indices.
Although the corresponding modulating frequencies are partly dependent
upon the frequencies of the incoming signals, they may also be varied
through appropriate changes upon the circuit. These features make the
circuit suitable for use in generating Jamming signals. Aside from i ts relative
simplicity and automatic work-alone nature, the circuit has a notable merit
in that It automatically develops a narrow-band Jamming signal around each
frequency received and hence may be used in conjuction vith a (partly)
directional antenna system to automatically seek and Jan certain transmissions
while leaving others intact. It is apparent that Jamming based upon the
circuit discussed In the paper has no effective solution based upon the
counter precautions mentioned In Section 1 vith an exception of the guided
transmission strategy. This is the case because the circuit effectively
generates a narrow bandwidth Jamming signal around each spectral component of
the received signal. Thus as long as the latter Is spllttable Into periodic
components, any Jamming directed at i t on the basis of the circuit discussed
in the text will certainly be effective.
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FICUM: CAPTIOUS

Fig.l Block diagram of an electronic circuit capable of
generating Jamming signals by automatically amplitude-
modulating any incoming signals.

Fig.2 A working circuit diagram version of Fig.l .

Fig.3 The photograph of the spectrum of SQ in Fig.2 when 1̂
was sinusoidal such that M » 3 and R_ « lOOkO. The
spectrum was photographed off the screen of a spectrum
analyser.
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